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The psychological representation of phonemes and syllables was examined with a special
group of subjects who voluntarily and rapidly rearrange speech units (i.e., “talk backward”). Each subject clearly used a primarily sound- or spelling-based representation to
talk backward, and the present work focused on the sound-based skill. Backward speech
differed from a total acoustic reversal: 12.subjects reordered phonemic units, and one
reordered syllables. These speech units proved to be abstract to some degree, and hierarchically organized. However, the representation used in backward speech differed from the
primary phonological system. It appeared to be a metaphonological system based on phonology but occasionally influenced also by orthography. Phonological principles seem to
set lower limits for the size of units, and orthographic principles seem to set upper limits.
A model of speech processing that includes both a primary, phonological, and a secondary,
metaphonological level of representation is proposed. o 1985 Academic press, hc.

The present paper provides evidence
about speakers’ access to phonological
structure. The evidence comes from adults
and children with the unusual ability to voluntarily “talk backward” by rapidly reversing the order of speech units they hear
within normal utterances. We use this evidence to characterize
the phonological
analysis that subjects perform, and we consider the implications for models of speech
representation.
Some of these issues were
previously mentioned by Cowan, Leavitt,
Massaro, and Kent (1982) and Cowan and

Leavitt (1981, 1982), who reported four
case studies in all. However, the areas of
agreement across subjects are clarified in
the present research with a larger subject
sample, and many more aspects of phonological representation
are addressed. We
are particularly concerned with the degree
of abstraction of the phonemic and syllabic
units used by backward talkers, and the
levels of speech representation involved.
It seems remarkable
that humans perceive discrete units within speech even
though speech generally appears continuous when examined spectrographically
(e.g., Liberman,
1982; Linell, 1979). As
Sapir (1949) first demonstrated,
the perceived units of speech are somewhat abstract. Still, it is unclear exactly what the
units are in many instances, and it is un-
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clear how these units are identified and organized. Listeners probably perceive several basic types of units: phonemes, syllables, morphemes,
and words. However,
each of these types of unit is associated
with theoretical uncertainties and difficulties, despite the familiarity of some units to
the layman. (For a theoretical introduction
to units of speech, see Ladefoged,
1982;
Makkai, 1972; and Sloat, Taylor, & Hoard,
1978). One issue is the location of boundary
points between adjacent units, and consequently, the size of units. A second issue is
the degree to which a particular unit is specific to the acoustic or phonetic form of an
utterance, versus abstract and applicable
across a family of acoustic/phonetic
forms.
The present evidence is relevant to these
theoretical issues for phonemes and syllables, because of the manner in which the
subjects perform the backward speech task.
Rather than producing something resembling a tape recording played in reverse,
subjects appear to segment speech into
phonemic or syllabic units and reverse the
order of units, leaving intact the sound sequence within each unit. By transcribing
backward speech, it is possible to identify
the units the subject has used. For example,
if the word basket were to be reversed as
/k&tbaes/, it would be clear that syllables
were used, whereas if the reversal were
/t&ksaeb/, it would be clear that smaller
units such as phonemes were used.
In backward speech the boundary points
between units become clear. For example,
the data are relevant to the phonemic status
of diphthongs (two vowels conjoined) and
affricates (a stop consonant and fricative
conjoined).
In the Trager-Smith
(1951)
phonology, each diphthong was considered
to be biphonemic;
for Pike (1947), the
prominent diphthongs (/ar/ as in fine, /or/ as
in choice, and /au/ as in mouse) were considered to be biphonemic,
and less prominent diphthongs were considered monophonemic; and for Jones (1950) as well as
Chomsky and Halle (1968), each English
diphthong was considered to be monopho-
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nemic. The phonemic status of affricates in
English (/d3/ as in judge and /t]/ as in
church) has been disputed
similarly
(Hyman, 1975; Martinet,
1964). However,
a backward talker must decide between the
possibilities. For example, it would be possible to reverse the word choice (/tJorsn as
/sort]/, which would imply that both the affricate and the diphthong were considered
monophonemic;
as /sorJt/ (only the diphthong monophonemic);
as /srot]/ (only the
affricate monophonemic);
or as /sroSt/ (both
diphthong and affricate biphonemic).
The backward speech data also are relevant to the issue of the abstractness of
speech units, inasmuch as the physical realization of a unit varies with the sequence
of units. For example, the words metal and
medal often are pronounced
identically,
with the alveolar flap [f] as the medial
consonant. These two words might be said
to contain the same phonemes. Alternatively, the words might contain the more
abstract phonemes It/ and Id/, both of which
would be converted to [ f ] by phonetic realization rules. Backward talkers must decide between these possibilities (e.g., when
reversing metal, they could say [lot&m] or
[lorEm]).
Based on a description
of the speech
units that backward talkers produce, it is
possible to address three general questions
concerning speech processing: the source
of the speech representation used in talking
backward, the nature of this representation, and finally, the relationship of backward speech to ordinary spoken language.
These topics will be introduced below.
The Source of the Representation
in
Backward Speech
The subjects are able to reverse even
long words quickly and without rehearsal.
We assume that in order to accomplish this,
subjects deposit into working memory
some representation of each word as a sequence of units of some type, and then scan
this sequence in reverse or else reorder the
units in working memory. However, it is
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necessary to determine not only what units
are placed into working memory, but also
what processes help to put them there. We
refer to these processes as the “source” of
representation. One possible source is that
subjects might transfer a lexical representation of each word from long-term memory
to working memory and then reverse that
stored representation.
Alternatively,
subjects might have a set of analytic procedures that map an auditory image of a word
into a string of phonological units. It would
then be the output of these procedures that
is put into working memory and reversed.
The source of representation could become
clear from the transcriptions
(e.g., if subjects used only prestored lexical items they
would not be able to reverse nonsense
words).
The Nature
Backward

of the Representation
Speech

in

In about half of the backward talkers, the
representation
reversed is orthographic
(Cowan & Leavitt, 1981). However, in the
remaining subjects, it is clear from the responses to homophones
and other diagnostic words that a basically phonological
representation is used, and it is only these
subjects with whom we are concerned.
However, even in this phonological group,
the exact nature of the representation
has
to be determined. Are the units consistently
drawn from the same phonological system
used in the perception and production of
ordinary speech? If not, do the representations suggest subtle influences of orthography, indicating that subjects combine information
from the primary system and
from orthography to construct a secondary
representation
that can be reversed? Favoring this possibility,
written language
seems capable of making some form of segmental analysis available for a variety of
uses. The relationship between reading and
access to phonological units has been discussed by a number
of investigators
(Bradley
& Bryant,
1983; Gleitman
&
Rozin, 1977; Liberman, Shankweiler, Lib-
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erman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977; Read,
1978). Access to linguistic structure has
been referred to as “metalinguistic
ability”
(Hakes, 1980), of which “metaphonological
ability”
is one variety. Metaphonological
ability would then be the basis of the secondary level of representation used in backward speech.
Relationship

to Ordinary

Language

Use

The implications of backward speech for
ordinary language depend largely on the
representations
used in ordinary versus
backward speech. If backward speech were
based on the primary phonological representation used in ordinary speech, it might
provide extensive insight into the nature of
this phonological
system. Conversely,
when only an orthographic representation
is used, no insight into ordinary phonology
is gained. However, if a subject’s backward
speech is based on phonology with orthographic influences (i.e., a secondary level
of representation), there might be two types
of benefit. First, because the primary level
of representation
might be observable
through constraints it places on the secondary level, backward
speech could
clarify aspects of the primary representation. Second, a more direct contribution of
backward speech would be to aid in a description of the secondary level of representation.
It is helpful to compare the potential contribution
of backward speech to other
methods that have been used to examine
speech representation. The logic is similar
for all of these types of evidence, but in
some respects, the present type of evidence
is complementary
to the others. One of the
oldest and best known types of evidence is
the interpretation of speech by language informants and transcribers,
discussed by
Sapir (1949). Informants
typically superimposed interpretations
on speech that
could not have come from the surface form
alone. For example, a native speaker of the
American Indian language Southern Paiute
was asked to repeat the word [pa fi al (“at
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the water”) with its syllables spoken sepa- of phonological
representation were clarirately. The speaker insisted on the pronunfied. For example, all subjects reversed the
ciation [pa.pa], even though he used [PI in word [biriga] (“year”) as [gabir], not as [rithe intact pronunciation
of the word. Lingabi]. This demonstrated
that the underguistic analyses of the language provided
lying representation was /bir.ga/, and that
converging evidence that [p] was a phonetic
an epenthetic [i] was inserted in the surface
expression of the underlying phoneme /p/ expression of the word. In some types of
in particular phonetic contexts. Sapir con- linguistic example, though, Sherzer’s subcluded that aspects of phonological
struc- jects differed in the form of backward
speech. It was evident that the data reture such as this one are psychologically
real to native speakers. Speakers’ percepflected certain uniform rules of the lantions deviated from the surface forms in a guage, but also areas of individual variation
systematic rather than a capricious fashion.
in perceptual analysis (findings confirmed
Similarly,
in the present research, it is in the present study). However, in Sherfound that subjects superimpose an interzer’s data the necessary phonological analpretation onto the speech stream (e.g., they yses may have been culturally transmitted
pronounce differently the sound If] in the from one player to another, whereas the
present study reveals subjects’ self-generwords medal versus metal, distinguished
by sentence context).
ated phonological analyses. Study 1 examAnother type of evidence for the psychoines the division of speech into phonemes
logical reality of phonemes is that of trans- by some of the backward talkers in our
position errors in speech (Fromkin, 1971). sample of 50, and Study 2 examines one
When speakers reverse the order of units
subject’s division of speech into syllables.
composed of more than one phonetic segSTUDY 1: PHONEMES
ment, this provides evidence for the psychological reality of the unit. In these transOur first subject was a 31-year-old phiposition errors there is variability
in the losophy professor (Cowan et al., 1982). Following a conference presentation
of this
types of reordering that occur. Nevertheman’s abilities, he gained public media atless, the recurrence of a particular
unit
(e.g., a diphthong or a syllable) argues for tention. To our surprise, 50 other people
the psychological reality of the unit even contacted us, claiming to have similar talthough it is not observed in every instance.
ents with backward speech. (For autobioHowever, speech errors generally cannot
graphic details,
see the Appendix
in
be recorded for later transcription,
and the Cowan, Braine, & Leavitt, in press). Most
same diagnostic errors cannot be obtained
of the backward talkers were adults, but
there also were five children, 8 to 11 years
uniformly across subjects. The backward
speech task helps to eliminate these probof age, and four adolescents. Most adult
lems.
subjects thought they began talking backPrevious investigators
also have used ward in late childhood (7-11 years), and
language games to examine speech repre- the remainder in early adolescence. Most
sentation. Halle (1962) examined Pig Latin
of the subjects could reverse speech so rapto aid in the assessment of phonological
dily that a “simultaneous
translation”
was
theories, and Treiman (in press) used an ex- possible, although several subjects (inperimentally
elicited speech game to ex- cluding
the children)
were somewhat
amine syllable structure. Sherzer (1970) re- slower.’ Most could reverse words with up
ported a speech game played by the Cuna
’ It would appear to require a tremendous workingIndians of Panama, in which the first syl- memory
capacity to retain words of up to 10 phonemic
lable of each word is moved to the end. By units (e.g., philanrhropy)
or more, while manipulating
examining the form of reordering, aspects the units. After all, most people cannot perform these
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to about 10 phonemes. A few talked backward starting with the last word in each
sentence, but most left the words in forward order.
The subjects were intelligent and generally interested in reading and verbal games.
However, only two had any formal linguistic training. (These two were not tested
further.) The subjects had no dyslexias or
other verbal problems, and never talked
backward accidentally.
A few had other
special abilities: One was able to multiply
and divide large numbers quickly, and another was able to rapidly alphabetize the
letters within a word or phrase. All except
three were native speakers of English
whose backward speech abilities preceded
fluency in any foreign language. The remaining three were native German speakers who later learned English.
Because we were interested in studying
speakers’ processing of phonemes, we separated subjects into two groups: those who
based their backward speech upon sound,
and those who based it upon spelling. We
judged the spelling-based skill to be irrelevant to our analysis of the phonological
system, and concentrated
on the soundbased skill.

be correct in all cases. The sound-based
backward talkers (6 males and 4 females,
including an 8-year-old boy, a 16-year-old
girl, and 8 adults ranging from 18 to 54
years of age) were tested in greater detail.
Three German backward talkers (females
ages 27, 64, and 66) also were interviewed.
Procedure. A variety of words, phrases,
and sentences were presented to subjects
in random order for conversion to backward speech, which was recorded for later
transcription.
Each subject was told to
rearrange the stimuli in his or her usual
fashion. Recordings were made in person
or by telephone using a magnetic loop that
fit over the earpiece. The recordings were
consistently
clear with either method.
Broad phonetic transcription was used; reliability was high and disagreements primarily regarded details of vowel quality (cf.
Cowan et al., 1982; Cowan & Leavitt,
1982). Subjects found to use a sound-based
method also were given the digit span portion of the WAIS (Wechsler, 1955) or of the
McCarthy Scale for children (McCarthy,
1970).
In the first phase of testing, subjects were
interviewed and given a list of words (e.g.,
judge, Xerox, bomb, island) to determine
whether sound or spelling was used as a
Method
basis of backward speech. The 10 Englishspeaking
subjects who could use a soundSubjects. It was possible to contact 20 of
based
method
of reversal were given 30 to
the English backward talkers for further in53
additional
stimulus
words, as well as 8
terviews and testing: 10 who reported using
to
10
sentences.
The
words,
which appear
spelling-based methods of reversal, and 10
in
Table
1,
were
selected
to
determine
if the
who reported using sound-based methods.
subjects
use
phonemes
as
units
of
speech
The subjective reports were later found to
reversal, and if so, to provide a detailed
description of the units used. The sentences
reversals even slowly, let alone rapidly. However, the were included to examine stress cues, hosubjects did not display truly extraordinary memory
mophonic word pairs, and the fluency of
in conventional tasks (e.g., in digit span). It seems reversal.
The native German backward
likely that the subjects recode sequences of units into
talkers
received
portions of the same Enhigher order chunks whose reversals have been memglish
list
as
well
as
German words and senorized. For example, the subject might have memorized the reversed pronunciation of such frequent se- tences.
quences as [kw], [&St], [J, and [pl]. This could reduce
the load in working memory to a reasonable limit. The
power of such recoding has been demonstrated in
other memory skills (e.g., Ericsson, Chase, & Faloon,
1980).

Results and Discussion
Subjects using sound versus spelling
methods. Subjects could be separated quite
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TABLE

RESPONSES

OF ENGLISH-SPEAKING

SOUND-BASED

2. Homographic

1

SUBJECTS

Issue
1. Silent letters pronounced?
bomb [barn]
island [aIland]
plague lplegl
weigh [we]
ghost [gost]
though [JO]
thought [eat]
judge [dwbl

AND LEAVITT

TO WORDS

RELEVANT

TO VARIOUS

Example

ISSIJES

Frequency

[mab] vs [bamab]
[danala vs [danalsaI]
[gelpl vs tiugelpl
[ewl vs [hagew]
[tsog] vs [tsohag]
1031vs [haguat]
[tael vs [tahaguat]
ld3Ad31 vs lrgdAd31

10 vs 0
IO v5 0
IO vs 0
7 vs 0
9
8
7
7

vs
vs
vs
vs

0
0
0
ou

l3arogl vs [garagl
[!akaIs] vs [lasaIs]
[o-, ta-] vs [hagua-,hagua-]
[-tJk-, -Sk-] vs both
[-tJk-] or [-Sk-]
[e, i] vs both [i] or [e]
[z, s] vs both [z] or [s]

10
10
7
7

vs
vs
vs
vs

0
0
0
3

sequences distinguished?

g’s in garage (kl, 131)
c’s in cycle ([s], [k])
ough in though, thought (l-o], l-at])
ct in lecture, dictionary
([lEkt.fsl , [dIkfan&ril)
M. Begin ([e]) vs begin ([i])
use ([z]) vs use ([s])
3. Diphthongs IaIl, IaIl, and laul preserved?b
tine [faInI
eye [aIl
sky [skaI]
buy [bar]
island [arland]
cycle [sarkal]
join [dSam]
boy [bat]
house, mouse [-aus]
now [nau]

[naIfl vs [nIafl
[aI] vs [Ia]
[alks] vs [Iaks]
[aIb] vs [Iab]
[danalat] vs [danalra]
[alkaIs] vs [alkIas]
[nsId3] vs [nIad8]
[oIb] vs [bb]
[sau-] vs [sua-]
[sun] vs [uan]

4. Minor diphthongs preserved?
Words with [e’], e.g., weigh
Words with [o”], e.g., ghost

[e’w] vs [Iew]
[tso”gl vs [ts”og]

10 vs 0

10 vs 0
n=8
7 vs
7 vs
7 vs
6 vs
8 vs
8 vs
8 vs
8 vs
8 vs
6vs

n=2
0 vs
0 vs
0 vs
0 vs
1 vs

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1 vs I
0 vs 2
0 vs 2

I vs 1
0 vs 2

10 vs 0
10 vs 0

5. ljul preserved?
use
use

(v) jjuz]
(n) pus]

youth [iu@]
6. Affricates preserved?
judge [d3&1
join [d8oIn]
giraffe [d8araefl
church [tJptfJ
lecture [l&ktJs]
fetuccini [f&tatJini]
7. Sound sequences [ks], [gz]
Xerox [ziraks]
examine [EgzaemIn]
locks, tacks, strikes
8. Syllabic N sound
castle [kresal]
subtle [s~fil]
cycle [saIkal]

[zju]

vs [zui] or [zuja]
vs [sui] or [suja]
[eju] vs [&ii] or [Buja]
[sju]

&&,I
vs [3d@l
[naId3] vs [nsIgd]
[fmradg] vs [fmrasd]
~tl~trl vs Lrt3rt1
[ratJk&l] vs [rajlkd]
[initJat~ vs [iniltatcfl
[skariz] vs [ksariz]
r-zgel vs [-gzel

3 vs 4
3 vs 4
2 vs 6
10
8
8
8
8
7

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

0
0
0
0'
0
0

vs [-ks-]

6 vs 4
6 vs 2
7 vs 0

[lasaek] vs [alsrek]
[lat/\s] vs [altAs]
[IasaIk] vs [alsaIk]

4 vs 3
3 vs 3
5 vs 5

[-Sk-]

2
2
2
2
1
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medal [m&l]
metal [m&l]

TALKERS

1-Continued
[ladEm] vs [aIdEm]
[kItEm]

9. [rl-colored vowels
burn, turn [-pn]
dollars [da&]
lecture [bktJa]
ladder [la&]
latter [lazX$
finger [fIrJgs]
10. Homophonic medial letters “d”
ladder, latter ([d, t])
medal, metal ([d, t])

685

vs [&Em]

3 vs 1
4 vs 2

[nrat] vs [npt]
[sralad] vs [salad]
[ratfkzzl] vs [&Jkel]
[radel] vs [pdd]
[ratael] vs [3+el]
[ragnIfl vs [PgnIfl

7
6
8
6
6
4

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

2
1
1
1
1
1

[d, t] VS both [n
[d, t] vs both [fl

I vs 0
3 vs 1

[kgzb] vs [knieb] or [kanieb]
[-goIf] vs [-gnIf1 or [-ganIf1
[t$r] vs [gnIr] or [ganIr]
[01-l vs [gnI-] or [ganI-]
[g;eb] vs [gnreb] or [ganaeb]

1 vs 6
1 vs4
4 vs 6
5 vs 5
3 vs 4

[-i-, -&-I vs both [i] or [E]
[-t-, -J-l vs both [t] or u]

6 vs 1
6 vs 0

and “t”

11. The sound [s]
bank fbagk]
finger [fIggs]
ring [rIgI
aching [ekIg]

bang [b=rJl
12. Phonemic alternation
serene ([i]), serenity ([El)
educate ([t]), education ([J])
13. Stress differences
contrast (n), contrast (v)

[‘tsrertnak], [tsrert’nak]
0
[tsaert’nak], [‘tsrertnak]
1
both [‘ts=rtnak]
4
both [tsaert’nak]
1
present (adj), present (v)
Like (a), (b), (c),
4, 2, 3, 1
or (d) above
content (n), content (adj)
Like (a), (b), (c).
1, 1, 6, 0
or (d) above
permit (n), permit (v)
Like (a), (b), (c),
5, 1, 2, 0
or (d) above
(In all, stress contrast was maintained in 15 instances and omitted in 17 instances.)

14. Stress-related
contrast ([ka-I),
present ([pr&-I),
content ([ka-I),

vowel quality differences
contrast ([ka-1)
present ([pra-1)
content ([ka-1)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

[-ak, -ak] vs both [-ak]
[-ETp,
-irp] vs both [-arp]
[-ak, -ak] vs both [-ak]

2 vs 4
6 vs 3
4 vs 4

Note. Row sums differ because it was impossible to give some subjects all of the words. Examples should
not be considered exhaustive except for the feature under consideration.
a Two subjects produced /dgdAd$.
b As these responses demonstrate, eight subjects regarded diphthongs as single units, and two regarded them
as two units each.
c Two subjects produced ihasrasi.

clearly into two groups. In the responses of graphic subjects. Orthographic
subjects
subjects with a sound-based method of rarely took into account auditory aspects of
backward speech, silent letters were not language (e.g., although the letter g reprepronounced. In contrast, subjects with an sents both Jgl and /3/ in the word garage, it
orthographic
method always pronounced
was typically reversed by orthographic subsilent letters. In illustration, the word bomb jects as /&garae g/). In contrast, sound-based
subjects preserved sound distinctions
in
was reversed as /mab/ only by sound-based
homographs (e.g., garage was typically resubjects, but as lbamabl only by ortho-
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versed as /garag/). Ten of the eleven subjects who used a spelling-based
method
also maintained
that they visualized the
words before reversing them. The exception was one subject who was able to use
either method: He did not know if he visualized. The subjects who used a soundbased method denied that they visualized,
with the exception of R.B., the subject of
Study 2.
Treatment

of diphthongs

and affricates.

For each word presented to the 10 English
speaking subjects who used a sound-based
method of reversal, Table 1 contains the
subjects’ responses along with an example
of each type of theoretically
possible response. One major option occurred with
diphthongs and affricates. Eight subjects
rapidly and automatically
preserved the
structure within the diphthongs /ar/, /or/,
and /au/ 98.6% of the time. The other two
subjects attempted to reverse the order of
sounds within these diphthongs, but they
did this slowly and with 15% failures to reverse them. For example, the words fine
and join were reversed quickly as /narf/ and
/noIds/ by eight subjects, but more slowly
as /mafl and /nmdg/ by the other two subjects. On the other hand, all 10 preserved
rather than reversed the structure within
the minor diphthongs low/ as in though and
/e’/ as in weigh. Further, all 10 preserved
rather than reversed the order of sounds
within the affricates /dg/ as in judge and
/tkl as in church.
The two subjects who generally reversed
elements
within diphthongs
were not
fluent: They were not able to talk backward
at a normal speech rate and could not carry
out a “simultaneous”
translation to backward speech. In contrast, all seven of the
adults who preserved diphthongs were consistent and could carry out simultaneous
translation, even when long words such as
automobile
and pneumonia
were introduced. The difference in fluency between
the two groups was not due simply to a
memory difference: the two adults who reversed elements within diphthongs,
al-
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though less fluent in backward speech, had
higher mean forward and backward digit
spans (8.5 and 7.5, respectively) than the
other seven adults (7.4 and 6.3). Thus, the
style of talking backward in which the
major diphthongs
are reversed may not
serve as a suitable substrate for rapid, automatic backward speech. It is possible that
in these two subjects the same monophonemic representation of diphthongs exists
as in the other subjects, but that it has been
overcome through conscious reflection to
afford a more accurate reversal of speech.
Other aspects of segmental representation. In contrast to the diphthongs
/ar/,

IX/, and /au/, Table 1 shows that there is a
good deal of inconsistency in subjects’ representation of /ju/. Some subjects analyzed
/ju/ as two units and reversed them,
whereas other subjects analyzed it as a
single unit that was preserved. Subjects’
representation
of /ju/ also seems to have
been influenced by orthography. When it
was represented by a single letter, as in the
word use, about half of the subjects treated
it as a single unit. However, when it was
represented by several letters in the word
youth, more subjects treated it as two units.
Notice that unlike /ju/, the representation
of IaIl, Id, and /au/ was entirely independent of orthography. It may be that /ju/ is
more likely to be treated as two units when
/j/ is thought to be a consonant rather than
a vowel (i.e., when it is represented by the
letter y).
In spite of a basically phonemic method
of speech reversal, subjects’ knowledge of
orthography
sometimes influenced their
phonological representation. An interesting
example is the letter X, which typically represents two phonemic units (/ks/, as in fox,
or lgzl, as in examine). About one-third of
the time x was taken to represent a single
unit. Nevertheless, x was more often analyzed as /ks/, reversed as [Sk]. Other examples that might suggest an influence of
orthography are the unstressed syllable /-l/,
which was reversed as either [la-] or [al-],
and the “r-colored”
vowels, which were
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generally perceived as a vowel plus /r/.
Thus, although subjects’ choice of units
was not dictated by the orthography (which
could not account for their treatment of silent letters, homographs,
major diphthongs and affricates, or words with ng),
they did prefer a representation that could
easily be reconciled with the orthography.
Some features illustrated in Table 1 help
to determine the degree of abstractness of
phonological
units. One such case is the
word-medial, alveolar flapped [ f ] sound,
which can be orthographically
represented
by d (e.g., medal) or by t (e.g., metal). Subjects’ reversals of these words usually contained either [d] or [t] rather than [ r 1, and
therefore suggest that [ f ] is the surface realization of two more abstract forms, /t/ and
/d/. Another important case is the sound
[n], in words containing ng or nk. Interestingly, the treatment of this speech sound
depended upon the phonological context in
which it occurred. In two words,$nger and
bunk, [n] was followed by a velar stop. For
these words there was a strong tendency to
reproduce [IJ] abstractly, as /ng/. However,
in words without a following velar stop
(e.g., bung), subjects more accurately reproduced [r~]. In words like finger and
bunk, subjects may think that the [IJ] sound
is a phonetic variation of/n/. Note that the
presence versus absence of a velar stop is
not signaled in the orthography.
Last, subjects consistently
maintained
surface distinctions
in word alternations
such as the Ii/ versus /&I in serene versus
serenity. Thus, reversals were not based
upon the abstract phonemes proposed by
Chomsky and Halle (1968), despite the fact
that the orthography
is consistent with
Chomsky and Halle in these examples. In
general, then, the units for which there is
evidence can be described as intermediate
in their level of abstraction. They are more
abstract than surface phonetic or “taxonomic” phonemic categories, but less abstract than the systematic phonemes of
Chomsky and Halle (1968). We cannot
claim that the type of representation
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Chomsky and Halle proposed does not
exist; proofs of nonexistence
are rare.
However,
according
to Chomsky
and
Halle, the level of representation that was
observed would not have been expected.
The data also suggest that subjects’
speech representations tended to be relatively stable. For some aspects of representation (e.g., representation of homographic
words, diphthongs, and affricates), this stability was obvious because of the extent of
intersubject
agreement. Even when subjects disagreed, though, they displayed substantial internal consistency. For example,
of eight subjects who received the two
words with x shown in Table 1, five put the
stop consonant before the fricative in both
words, two put the fricative first both
times, and one subject was inconsistent.
Second, an r-colored vowel was treated as
a single unit rather than /r/ + vowel in 7
out of 44 instances, but 6 of these 7 were
produced by a single subject. Third, each
subject consistently used /n/ or /ng/ as the
representation for ng, except that two subjects used /n/ only for ng in the word-final
position. Similarly, three subjects were inconsistent for words with /ju/, but this inconsistency was predictable via the orthography (/ju/ was treated as a single unit unless represented
with the letter y as in
youth). Lastly, seven out of eight subjects
who received two or more words with a
syllabic /I/ were consistent across at least
80% of the words they received. Thus, subjects were relatively
consistent and apparent inconsistencies
often could be related to orthographic differences between
stimuli.
Suprusegmentul
properties.
A final issue
illustrated in Table 1 is how subjects map
English stress and intonation
onto their
backward speech productions.
Subjects
varied in this regard. Sentence-length
intonations were never produced in reverse:
Most subjects preserved the forward sentence intonation contour, superimposing it
on their backward speech. A few subjects
used a more monotonic, “list” contour that
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did not resemble a normal speech contour
either forward or backward. To examine
word stress, word pairs differing only in
stress and meaning were examined (e.g.,
the noun “contrast”
vs. the verb “contrast”). Subjects sometimes reversed the
stress pattern within words. An example
would be the noun contrast reversed as
/tsaert ‘nak/ and the verb contrast reversed
as /‘ts=rtnaW. However, Table 1 indicates
that subjects more frequently
superimposed the forward stress pattern on the reversed word (e.g., contrast reversed as
/‘tsartnak/) or else failed to use stress distinctively. The data suggest, therefore, that
stress and intonation
both are separate
from the sequence of phonemes within
most subjects’ mental representation of language. A similar conclusion can be drawn
on the basis of speech errors (Cutler, 1980).
German backward
talkers. The three native speakers of German reported having
spoken German backward as a childhood
game. Because one backward talker used a
bidirectional
tape recorder for many years
to attain a backward speech style more like
the acoustic signal, we discuss only the remaining two. They were tested with the English words in Table 1, and with a set of
German words. Both subjects clearly used
sound- rather than spelling-based methods
of speech reversal for English words. For
example, they omitted silent letters and
consistently
distinguished
homographs.
The variety of evidence is smaller in the
German corpus, because German has a
closer letter-to-sound correspondence than
English does, Nevertheless,
whenever a
homograph did occur the two pronunciations were maintained.
For example, the
letter s may be pronounced /s/ (as in aus)
or /J/ (as in S.&in), and this distinction was
maintained. There were many vowel homographs in the sample, and these distinctions
also were consistently
maintained.
The
German backward talkers differed from
most of the English backward talkers in
their treatment of diphthongs: they consis-
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tently reversed the order of elements within
the major
diphthongs
/ar/, /31/, and
/au/ in both languages. For example, they
reversed the word&e as /maf/. A possible
reason why the German speakers were able
to analyze diphthongs into smaller elements
is that in German, unlike English, each of
the major diphthongs always is represented
by two or more letters. Because a reversal
of elements within diphthongs generally
would result if the subject were to read
German from right to left, there could be a
contribution of orthography.
Summary

and Conclusions

Although both sound and spelling were
used as bases for backward speech, it was
clearly possible to classify each subject’s
skill as basically sound- or spelling-based.
The main conclusions of this study came
from 12 subjects who used sound-based
methods of speech reversal. For them, the
goal of reordering speech typically was to
match as closely as possible a recording
played in reverse. This was sometimes
stated explicitly by the subjects. However,
their reorderings were further from a reversed recording than would be motorically
possible. The most likely explanation
is
that their analysis of speech into units constrained their productions (e.g., their analysis was not fine-grained enough to perceive separately the vowels within diphthongs or consonants within affricates).
Some aspects of the data also offer clues to
the available speech representation.
Most
subjects used segments that seem to reflect
a moderately abstract representation.
Examples are the use of /ng/ for [gl, as in ring,
and the use of /d/ versus /t/ to replace [ r 1,
as in metal versus medal. The representations subjects used were influenced by orthography in certain instances, but many
aspects of the representation
could not
have come from the orthography
(e.g.,
units represented by two or more letters).
No subject used speech sounds that would
directly represent the level of “systematic
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phonemics”
described by Chomsky and
Halle (1968). Instead, subjects seemed to
be using a less abstract level of representation, closer to the level described by
Sapir (1949).
STUDY 2: SYLLABLES

The syllable is a paradoxical unit, in that
it seems to be intuitively
available to untrained and even illiterate
speakers (Morais, Carey, Alegria, & Bertelson, 1979) but
is poorly understood linguistically.
Syllables may be necessary to describe rules of
phoneme sequencing within various languages. In English, for example, a word can
begin with three consonants only if the first
consonant is is/, the second is /p/, It/, or
/k/, and the third is N or /r/ (Sloat et al.,
1978, p. 64). It seems reasonable that such
rules should apply to every syllable rather
than just word onsets. However, there is a
problem: the rules for determining syllable
boundaries are in dispute (cf. Hooper, 1976;
Kahn, 1976; Pulgram,
1970). These rules
logically must precede any syllabic restrictions upon phoneme sequencing.
The subject of the second study (R.B.)
may be relevant to this theoretical concern,
because she reordered speech in such a
way that we could determine the syllable
boundaries used. A previous study of syllable boundaries by Fallows (1981) provided a useful framework for this task, with
a discussion of possible influences on syllabification.
The most important of these
influences were (a) phonotactic constraints,
(b) the principle of maximal syllabic onset,
(c) the effect of word stress, and (d) the
principle of ambisyllabicity.
Phonotactic
constraints are limitations in the allowable
sequence of phonemes within a syllable.
For example, the word empty could not be
divided /&m.pti/ because a syllable of English cannot begin with /pt/. The word
basket probably cannot be divided lbae.sk&t/,
because English syllables rarely end in a
stressed lax vowel. The principle of maximal onset states that each syllable begins
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with the maximal cluster of phonemes allowed by the phonotactic constraints (e.g.,
in the word basket, phonotactic constraints
prevent /ba.sket/,
and of the remaining
two possibilities,
maximal
onset favors
/bas.k&t/ over /baesk.&t/. The third principle
states that stressed syllables attract consonants in both initial and final position
on(e.g., in conflict with the maximal
set principle,
the stress principle favors
/bresk.&t/ over /baes.k&t/). Finally, ambisyllabicity states that a syllabic boundary may
fall within a single consonant, in effect
making the consonant part of two syllables.
This could help to resolve conflicts among
the other syllabification
rules. Fallows
tested these principles in a task in which
children heard 7 1 bisyllabic words with critical features. They were required to say
each word with one of the syllables repeated twice (e.g., “chipchipmunk”).
Fallows’ words were included in the present
stimulus list, but we also included many
other words with additional diagnostic significance (e.g., words with three or more
syllables).
Method
Subject. Only one subject (R.B., a 29year-old female who said that she began her
special skill at 8 years of age) reordered
speech in a way that required segmentation
into syllables (as well as phonemes). She
fluently transformed speech in three ways
that will be described in the results.
Procedure.
A new set of 230 stimulus
words and 37 sentences and phrases was
selected in order to examine issues of syllabification. The words included all 71 from
Fallows (1981). R.B. was instructed
to
reorder each utterance in her own way.
These data were supplemented with a session in which many of the words were readministered, and in which R.B. was asked to
explain to the best of her ability the rationale or basis of many of her syllabic divisions.
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Results and Discussion
It is first necessary to describe the unusual skill of R.B. Upon hearing a word or
phrase for the first time, she transformed
each utterance in three ways, in rapid
succession: (a) fn-st, the order of syllables
within the utterance was reversed; (b) next,
the order of phonemes within each syllable
was reversed, but the syllables themselves
were put in their normal forward order; and
(c) finally, the order of phonemes in the utterance was completely reversed. Alternatively, if requested to do so R.B. could produce any one of the three reorderings in
isolation. In each reordering, a normal forward stress and intonation pattern seemed
to be superimposed on the reordered phoneme string. Two one-word utterances and
a multiword utterance to which R.B.‘s response speeds are typical appear in Table 2.
R.B.‘s skill requires her to make rapid
decisions
about the syllabification
of
words. For example, consider the word
“basket” (/baesk&ti). It might be divided as
iba:.sk&t/, /baes.k&t/, or /bask.& t/. If R.B.
selected /bae.skrt/, she would be expected
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to produce [sk&tba,
aebtrks, t&ksaeb].
However, if she selected /bas.k&t/
she
should produce [kEtbaes, saebtek, t&ksaeb].
Finally, the syllabification lbaesk.Et/ should
result in the production of [Etbaesk, ksazbtr,
trksaeb]. Thus, given R.B.‘s reorderings of
a particular utterance, one can determine
her syllabification.
Of course, it is theoretically possible for R.B. to use one syllabic
division for the first reordering and a different division for the second one. However, such inconsistencies occurred in very
few (<2%) of her responses.
Transcriptions
of R.B.‘s responses to
Fallows’ stimuli suggest that they were
quite similar to Fallows’ subjects. Consonant sequencing constraints (e.g., the division eve.ning rather than /i.vnnj/ or /ivn.&
were preserved 98% of the time by Fallows’
subjects and 99% by R.B. For words in
which consonant sequencing rules permitted either an open or a closed first syllable, both vowel quality and stress played
a role. Fallows reported that when a
stressed first syllable contained a lax vowel
(e.g., in father) subjects closed the first syllable 85% of the time, but in unstressed first

2

THREE STIMULUS UTTERANCES REORDEREDBY SUBJECT R.B.

Event

Time (ms)

End of forward model
Beginning of Reversal 1
Beginning of Reversal 2
Beginning of Reversal 3
End of Reversal 3

1200
2100
3050
4050

interesting
‘uJtstbrn
‘nrratrqt
‘mtsaatm
/‘In.ts.Ist.IgP

End of forward model
Beginning of Reversal 1
Beginning of Reversal 2
Beginning of Reversal 3
End of Reversal 3

0
800
2350
4000
5200

elephantitis
tIstarfant’+Wl
le+tmf YartsIt
&rtm’ftle
i,f9.I.fant.‘taI.tIsP

End of forward model
Beginning of Reversal 1
Beginning of Reversal 2
Beginning of Reversal 3
End of Reversal 3

0
900
3200
5600
7900

urban and rural cultures
,tS~zkAl?al,rur?aend’bIn3s
,rumbdne, rurla’lakzrotJ
,zrutJIakla, rurdne’nrbrA
/,~.bIn.aend..rur.aI.‘kAl.tfsz/”

0

Utterance

Note. The times are running counts measured from the end of the forward model.
DSyllabic representation of the stimulus, which can be determined from Reversals 1 and 2.
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syllables (e.g., in machine) closure occurred only 35% of the time. R.B. similarly
closed stressed syllables containing
lax
vowels 77% of the time and unstressed syllables 33% of the time. Fallows also examined cases in which the stress and maximal onset principles worked together or in
opposition. When stress and maximal onset
worked together, Fallows’ subjects made
the appropriate
division (e.g., e.nough)
94% of the time, and R.B. did so 83% of
the time. When stress and maximal onset
were in conflict (e.g., &.a vs. so&u) maximal onset was obeyed 66% of the time by
Fallows’ subjects and 69%> of the time by
R.B. Finally, ambisyllabic
responses were
made 22% of the time by Fallows’ subjects
and 14% of the time by R.B. on the same
words. Thus, there is no apparent conflict
between the syllabification
methods of
R.B. versus the children studied by Fallows.
Other analyses.
Additional
aspects of
R.B. ‘s method of syllabification
are summarized in Table 3. It indicates where she
placed the division between the first two
syllables, separately for words with different combinations
of stress, vowel
quality, and number of intervocalic consonants. The responses are expressed as proportions of the available opportunities
to
make each type of division, where an “opportunity”
is defined as a stimulus for
which consonant sequencing constraints do
not prevent the division. The top row of the
table suggests that vowel quality and stress
may affect syllabification of words with one
intervocalic consonant. In the second row
of the table, words in which the syllabification could be affected by a morpheme
boundary or by geminate spelling were
omitted, and the outcome is much clearer.
Specifically, in words with a stressed first
syllable, the syllable was left open (i.e.,
ended in a vowel) much more often when
the vowel was tense rather than lax, x2 (1)
= 9.63, p < .005. However, the first syllable always was left open when it was unstressed (in which case the tense/lax dis-
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tinction does not apply), which was significantly more often than in stressed syllables
with a lax vowel, x2 (1) = 19.15, p < .OOl.
The difference between tense and unstressed vowels was not significant.
In
sum, syllable closure is most important for
lax vowels in stressed syllables and least
important for unstressed syllables.
In other situations,
orthography
or
cluster division were important considerations (see Table 3). First, when there was
a geminate consonant spelling between the
first two syllables, ambisyllabicity
always
was used, but it rarely was used otherwise,
x2 (1) = 134.7, p < .OOl (with items divided
two ways excluded). Geminate spelling between syllables other than the first two
also generally produced ambisyllabicity.
Second, when there were two or more intervocalic consonants, R.B. preferred to
split the cluster after the first consonant
(i.e., CVC.C(C)> rather than after two or
more consonants (i.e., CVCC.(C)), p <
.OOI with a sign test. This preference was
maintained in each vowel condition.
There was an interesting effect of stress
within words with three or more syllables.
With them, it was possible to present word
pairs in which a suffix resulted in a stress
change. These pairs demonstrated
quite
clearly that stress affects syllabification.
For example, R.B. ‘s reordered speech indicated that photograph
versus photography
was represented
as /fot.a.graef/
versus /fa.ta.gra.fi/
(/t/ shifted), and telegraph versus telegraphy
as /tEl.a.gr=f/
versus /ta.l&.gra.fi/ (/l/ shifted).
In R.B.‘s division
of sentences and
phrases, it was found that no syllable
spanned more than one word (i.e., that syllables were restricted by word boundaries).
R.B.‘s responses also were strongly influenced by morphology. In 6 words presented
to her, it would be necessary to leave a syllable open to preserve
a morphene
boundary (e.g., in asleep or-free&m),
and
she consistently did so even though two
syllabifications
were possible. Conversely,
in 25 words, two syllabifications were pos-
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TABLE 3
PROPORTION

OF FIRST

SYLLABIC

DIVISIONS

HAVING

VARIOUS

PROPERTIES

Vowel of first syllable
Stressed
Structural aspect
One intervocalic consonant
Proportion open
All
Morphs and geminates excluded
Proportion ambisyllabic”
Nongeminate spelling
Geminate spelling
Intervocalic clusters
CV.C(C)(C) vs
CVC.C(C)
CVC.C(C) vs
CVCC.(C)

Tense

nb

Lax

n

Unstressed

n

0.59
0.75

(37)

0.16
0.33

(57)

0.65

(27)

1.00

(26)

(28)

0.01
-

(39)
(0)

0.04
1.00

(35)

0.00
1.00

0.00
1.oo
0.66
0.33

(2)
(3)

0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00

(26)

(17)

(18)
(8)
_I

(3)

0.50
0.50
1.00

(4)

(16)

0.00

(8)

Note. Because R.B. always obeyed English consonant sequencing constraints, illegal sequences were not
included in the proportions (e.g., Sa.nta is impossible, so this word was excluded from the computation of the
proportion of CV.C(C)(C), but San.ta and Sant.a both are possible, so this word did enter into the second
comparison under intervocalic clusters). Words with r-colored vowels in the first intersyllabic position also
were excluded. If a word was left open on one occasion and closed on another, it was omitted from the
computation of percentage open, and words with consonant clusters divided two ways were excluded from the
relevant cluster comparison. However, if a word was divided ambisyllabically on one of two occasions, it
counted 0.50 in the percentage ambisyllabic.
a Three words divided ambisyllabically
were not included in the table: pretzel,
lpret.tsali; acquainted,
/ak.kwemt.ad/; and elephantitis, /&l.a.fant.tar.trs/.
b The number of examples of each type = n.

sible but the morpheme boundary would be
preserved by closing a syllable (e.g., in
final.ize), and R.B. usually did so (21/25, p
< .OOl, sign test). Inspection of individual
examples indicated
that morphological
units were important regardless of the phonological context.
Interview and reliability
data. When
asked to explain the basis on which she
reorders language, R.B. said that she attempts to match the dictionary’s syllabic divisions. She also maintained
that she visualizes words vividly before reordering
them. Both these observations and R.B.‘s
treatment of geminate consonants indicate
a role of orthography. R.B. reported that
she sometimes felt inclined to divide words
with nongeminate spelling within a consonant, but refrained from such a response.
In contrast, at another point in the conversation she asserted that her divisions de-

pended a great deal on the exact pronunciation that the tester used. Further, R.B.‘s
reorderings were unusually true to the phonetic properties of the forward model. For
example, [IJ] was used, x was considered
biphonemic,
and vowel quality was accurately preserved in most cases. Like the
subjects in Study 1, R.B. seems to combine
multiple available sources of information
such as phonology and orthography to arrive at an unambiguous
segmentation
on
any particular trial. R.B.‘s subjective report contains elements from these sources
of information.
Finally, when tested twice on a word,
R.B. sometimes divided the word differently the second time. Nonetheless,
on
both trials her three responses usually were
fluent and were valid, consistent reorderings. This rules out the possibility that R.B.
simply has memorized a large vocabulary
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of reordered words. Instead, she must rapidly apply segmenting and reordering operations at the time of testing.
GENERAL

DISCUSSION

It is clear that subjects were able to combine several types of linguistic information
to rapidly form an unambiguous representation. If there had been any conflict between types of information,
the conflict
must have been resolved within milliseconds in almost every case. We begin, therefore, by discussing the separate types of information
that seem to be accessible to
backward talkers. Second, we examine the
process whereby subjects combine information to arrive at the representation used
in the backward speech task. Finally, we
offer a tentative model of phonological processing in both backward speech and ordinary language.
Types of Information

about Speech

Surface phonetics.
Subjects displayed a
sensitivity to the surface phonetic properties of speech. For example, most subjects
preserved at least some characteristics of
stress and intonation found in the forward
speech stimuli. In both studies, subjects
often preserved
the sound quality
of
vowels, so that neutralized vowels in nonstressed syllables remained neutralized in
the reversal, and distinct, nonneutralized
vowels remained so.
Phonology.
Reversals were not dominated by surface phonetics.
If they had
been, subjects would have identically reversed word pairs such as medal versus
metal, rather than making the /d/-/t/ distinction. Moreover, subjects aspirated or
deaspirated voiceless stop consonants depending upon the location of the consonant
in the reversed form. These examples suggest that phonological structure was an influential type of knowledge in both studies.
In Study 1, this was evident also in subjects’ treatment of diphthongs, which were
preserved by most native English-speaking
subjects, and affricates, which were pre-
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served by all 12 subjects. However, the evidence from native German backward
talkers suggests that the status of diphthongs depends on language-specific phonological principles. A further sensitivity to
phonological
structure was evident in
Study 2. For example, R.B.‘s syllabic divisions always obeyed consonant
sequencing constraints, and were sensitive to
stress and to the differential
sequencing
properties of tense versus lax vowels.
Morphology.
There also was a sensitivity
to the morphological
characteristics
of
speech. The main evidence of this was that
most subjects reversed each word separately, and in Study 2, the fact that morpheme boundaries were a preferred locus
of syllable division.
Orthography.
Finally, even among these
12 subjects whose backward speech was
based primarily on phonemic units, there
was a limited sensitivity to orthographic
structure. For example, subjects sometimes
treated the phoneme pairs /ks/ or /gz/ as
single units when they were represented by
the letter x, and sometimes analyzed the
sound pair /ju/ as one versus two units depending on the spelling. In Study 2, R.B.
almost always divided words in the middle
of consonants having a geminate spelling,
but this rarely happened in words without
geminate spelling.
Nevertheless,
the backward speech of
these subjects was by no means dominated
by spelling. This is quite clear in both
studies, for example, from subjects’ treatment of words with silent letters and homographs, and the use of sounds (e.g., [Cl] or
[J]) represented by multiple letters.
Toward a Model of Phonological
Representational
Levels

The fact that subjects were able to combine these various types of information in
order to segment and reverse speech is interesting because only some of this information is transparent in the speech signal,
and because subjects arrive at these representations quite rapidly. Below, we dis-
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ical analyses. The data suggest that subcuss the source of speech representation,
the nature of that representation, and a ten- jects sometimes used orthography as a “notation system” for phonological structure,
tative model of phonological processing.
Source of representation in the backward
but that some phonological information was
speech task. In the introduction,
we spec- available beyond what was marked by the
ified two sources of speech representation
orthography. The phonology seemed to dethat could be used in the present task. First,
termine lower limits for the size of speech
subjects could transfer a lexical represenunits, but the orthography
determined
tation from long-term memory to working
upper limits (i.e., the largest units present
memory. Alternatively,
subjects could have were phoneme groups represented by a
a set of analytic procedures that map an single letter). Demonstrating
lower limits,
auditory image of a word into a string
the major English diphthongs and affricates
were treated as single units, even when
of phonological
units put into working
memory. Several facts favor the second
they were represented by multiple letters
possibility.
Subjects are able to reorder
(as in choice). Similarly,
monophonemic
nonsense words and words in foreign lan- letter groups like sh and th were always
guages (Cowan & Leavitt, 1981; Cowan et treated as single units. Exemplifying
upper
al., 1982), even though no preestablished
limits, the sequence [ks] was sometimes
treated as a single unit, but only when replexical representation of these words could
resented by a single letter (e.g., in tax but
exist. Further, the lexical entry is presumably stable from one occasion of use to an- not tacks).
other, yet in Study 2 the subject sometimes
These results can be used to assess alused different syllabic representations for a ternative conceptions of how phonology
single word presented on two occasions.
and orthography are combined. (a) In the
first
conception,
phonology and orthogSimilarly,
it is unlikely
that either [ks]
spelled with an x or lit.11 spelled with a u raphy would be completely separate sysalternate sporadically between one versus tems of rules and representations in orditwo units in the lexical representation, but nary language tasks like speaking, listening,
there were examples in which both repreand writing.
However, they would be
sentations were used. Thus, some analytic
weighed or combined during backward
the adult might
procedures seem to intervene on-line be- speech. (b) Alternatively,
tween the presentation of the stimulus and have a single, complex system that includes
the presence in working memory of a string
both phonology and orthography.
In the
of units to be reversed. The subjects may course of learning to read and write, the
also use the lexical identity, but if so it is child’s lexical representations and phonoprobably used only to supplement or clarify
logical rules would become fundamentally
the auditory stimulus, which is then ana- restructured (e.g., the child might form a
lyzed through a set of procedures that are more abstract phonological system that inthemselves independent of lexical identity.
corporates regularities of orthography). (c)
The nature of representation in backward
A third conception, intermediate
between
speech. Subjects rapidly combined various
the other two, states that there are two
kinds of information
to arrive at a single
levels of phonological
representation.
representation of each word to be reversed.
There would be a preliterate system of lexThe two main types of information availical and phonological rules that serve comable seem to have been (a) phonemic units
prehension and production.
These would
consistent with the representation that lincontinue without fundamental change as litguists have suggested, and (b) information
eracy was acquired. However, with literacy
from the orthography,
which sometimes
would come a secondary level of represenwas inconsistent with linguistic phonologtation that includes some information from
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the primary level, but also orthographic
reguhuities and letter-to-sound
correspondences. This level would provide access to
phonological structure in a way that could
be used to aid reading and writing of words
whose spelling or pronunciation
is unknown, as well as to produce or appreciate
relationships between words and factors of
style and esthetics in language. The units
formed by this secondary level of analysis
would not ahvays be the same as the phonemic units of the primary level. In the
“backward speech” task this secondary
level, rather than the primary phonemic
level, would be the direct source of speech
segmentation.
The first two models do not seem to account for our results well. If phonology and
orthography were separate sources of information, one would expect complete phonological information to be available to subjects who use a sound-based system of
backward speech. The availability additionally of orthographic information should not
obscure the fact that a single letter such as
x or u may represent two phonemes. Moreover, the first model would allow that a different, more phonetically accurate form of
backward speech should be possible in preliterate speakers, but no such cases were
found. Finally, unlike the basically “orthographic”
backward talkers,
the “phonemic” backward talkers denied that they
visualized words during speech reversal
(with the exception of R-B.). This suggests
that the orthographic influence in basically
phonemic backward speech did not result
from an independent orthographic system.
Similarly, the second model, that literacy
fundamentally
restructures the phonological system, cannot account for both ordinary language use and backward speech.
There is no evidence for any sharp change
in vocal speech comprehension
or production as a consequence of literacy, or between literate and illiterate adults. In the
present data, to assume that [ksl or lju]
could sporadically become one unit with literacy, or that the syllable boundaries of
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some simple words would change as geminate spellings are acquired, seems odd and
contradicts any previous linguistic analysis.
The most satisfactory view seems to be
that literate speakers have access to a secondary,
“metaphonological”
level of
speech representation
(i.e., the third
model). In this model, the subject would
operate as follows. The smallest units perceived within speech would be phonemes,
but phonemes would not be immediately
available for use in working memory (i.e.,
for backward speech). Instead, the subject
would have to apply a secondary analysis
to the string of phonemes in order to generate the units available
to working
memory, and these units would sometimes
differ from units in the primary system. In
support of this model, it has been shown
that illiterate adult speakers do not have access to segmentation
sufficient to divide
words into phonemes (Morais et al., 1979).
As noted above, the relationship between
reading and access to phonological
units
(i.e., metaphonological
ability) has often
been remarked (e.g., Bradley & Bryant,
1983; Hakes, 1980; Liberman et al., 1977).
It is not necessary to posit that the secondary analysis is uniform across subjects,
as one generally expects of the primary linguistic system. Instead, the secondary level
merely refers to the units that result when
subjects intentionally
analyze speech,
whether or not subjects are consciously
aware of those units.
Role of the primary system. The primary
phonological
system clearly places constraints upon the secondary system. An indication of these constraints is that subjects
preserved as single units the phonemes /l3/,
/I/, and /I/, and often /r~/, even though English orthography provides no clue to the
integrity of these speech units. No subject
considered such consonant clusters as /tr/
or /pr/ to represent single units, but all subjects did so with the afhicates /d3/ and /tJ/.
Thus, there were limits to subjects’ analytic
abilities that applied systematically.
Consequently, it is possible to draw in-
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ferences about the primary system. For in- 1970; Treiman, in press) metaphonological
stance, if the affricate /dg/ were two units types of response similarly have been used
in the primary system, we would expect it to clarify the primary phonological system.
to be reversed as [3d] most of the time (just
as /ks/ was usually reversed as [Sk], even A Model of Processing in Backward
Speech versus Ordinary Language
when represented by the letter x). Inasmuch as the segments within /dg/ were
Figure I schematizes our conception of
never reversed, we conclude that it is a the primary phonological system and metasingle unit in the primary system. The same phonological
analysis in both backward
is true of the affricate /tJ/. A similar argu- speech and ordinary language. The percepment applies for English diphthongs,
al- tion of spoken language leads to a primary
though two subjects did have some aware- phonological representation. This represenness of segments within diphthongs. Thus,
tation provides the basic information that is
although subjects’ analytic capabilities nat- input to a metaphonological
analysis of
urally varied and they did not always ad- speech. However, orthographic
informahere to the primary phonological
system,
tion also enters into this metaphonological
this primary system seemed to define the analysis, perhaps because the speaker aslower limits of segmental information that
sumes that orthography represents speech
could be rapidly and consistently accessed.
more closely than it actually does. The metaIn previous research discussed in the introphonological
knowledge permits the subduction (Halle, 1962; Sapir, 1949; Sherzer, ject to place in working memory a sequence
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the proposed phonological processing system in relation to other
linguistic systems. Words heard by an individual throughout a lifetime provide input to a primary
phonological system, which serves as the major basis of ordinary speech (Output Type A). Additionally, the primary system, orthographic information, and any other language observations the individual
may make are combined in a secondary, metaphonological system. This system is used to provide
speech units in working memory for the deIiberate manipulation or interpretation of units, in literacy
or in speech games (Output Type B).
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of units. This representation
in working
memory can be used in learning to read
(e.g., to become aware of letter-sound
correspondences), to produce language in a literate fashion (e.g., to use alliteration
and
similar devices), and in speech games such
as the present backward speech task. However, the selection and ordering of phonemes in ordinary speech presumably does
not require this metaphonological
level or
working memory. Working memory probably is used to plan language at a higher
level (e.g., to plan meaning, syntax, and
choice of words), but we assume that the
selection and ordering of phonemes in
speech take place automatically.
In Figure
1, ordinary speech is labeled Output Type
A, whereas the uses of the metaphonological system are collectively labeled Output
Type B. Although this model undoubtedly
is incomplete, it provides a framework consistent with the available evidence.
In conclusion, a general contribution
of
the present research is to determine which
aspects of linguistic structure can be available to deliberate
analysis. There is no
reason to expect this secondary, deliberate
analysis to be coherent and uniform across
subjects in the same sense that the primary
system should be. Nevertheless,
it is appropriate to speak of a metaphonological
“level” of representation, because subjects
are forced to be explicit about the units of
speech. For example, in the word “metal,”
the subject cannot remain undecided about
whether to pronounce the ‘7” as [t] or as
[r], and whether to pronounce “1” as [al]
or [la]. It is assumed that backward speech
is based upon a secondary representation,
because the units sometimes disagree with
any extant linguistic analysis of spoken language .
These data reveal the segmentation that
speakers settle upon after considerable private experimentation,
when they presumably wish to use a representation that is as
natural and efficient as possible. We suggest that in such a situation, the subject has
no choice but to use the primary phonolog-
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ical system that underlies ordinary speech
as the elementary input for a secondary,
metaphonological
process. What is most
striking about the data is that subjects can
settle upon any representation
rapidly
enough to permit backward speech and “simultaneous translation”
at a normal conversational pace.
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